
Summary of the Announcements & Discussion at the 2017 Winter Luncheon 
 
1. The size of the league has been changed to 30 Regulars and 10 Alternates. 
 
2. There will be 32 playing spots available for each “Friday” round. 
 
3. All players must play a minimum of 4 rounds to maintain their preferred league membership for the 
following season unless there are extenuating circumstances brought to the attention of the Leadership 
Team. 
 
4. The “Friday” host will continue to contact the course to verify our starting time and number of tee 
times. However, if it is necessary to change the number of tee times after the number of players is 
known, the League Coordinator will contact the course. 
 
5. The “Wednesday” host will continue to be responsible for all arrangements with the course. 
 
6. Any player wishing to be considered a “Super Senior” for the 2017 season should contact Dick Parker 
with their request, including the reasoning behind the request. The Leadership Team will consider each 
request on its own merits. 
 
7. The League award structure has been simplified. Trophies/plaques will be awarded to the League 
Prize Fund Champion and the Sim Lee Most Improved Golfer. The Founder’s Award will be given at the 
discretion of the Leadership Team. 
 
8. The League members will be polled by Dick Parker concerning the nature of the season-ending events. 
Currently, the “Ryder Cup” and season finale have been scheduled as separate events, a change from 
past schedules. Players will also be polled concerning the type of meal at the finale. 
 
9. No changes have been made to the Playing Rules or Handicap System. 
 
10. All players are again reminded that slow “pace-of-play” is considered to be our major on-course 
problem. Play “ready golf,” limit the time spent hunting for lost balls, keep your carts in proper position, 
and move promptly to the next tee. Consider allowing a following group to “hit up” on par 3 holes if 
your putting is not in progress. Use the continuous putting option wherever possible. 
 
11. Group captains, or the appointed scorekeeper, will be asked to record the starting and ending time 
for their group’s round in the spaces indicated on the scoresheets. We would like to gather some 
definitive data on our pace-of-play. 
 
12. Hosts have been assigned for most of the outings. Players who cannot host their scheduled outing 
should contact Dick Parker as soon as possible. 


